NorthCape offers Sunbrella® Rain fabric

- Sunbrella® Rain is a 100% waterproof version of Sunbrella® upholstery fabric
- Sunbrella® Rain uses a coating of proprietary polymers to create a waterproof barrier on the inside of your cushions, increasing longevity and decreasing drying time after rainstorms

The following fabrics will be stocked as “C” grade fabrics:

- Rain 5476-77 Canvas Heather Beige
- Rain 48022-77 Spectrum Cilantro
- Rain 8013-77 Dupione Bamboo
- Rain 5403-77 Canvas Jockey Red

The following fabrics will be stocked as “D” grade fabrics:

- Rain 5454-77 Canvas Canvas
- Rain 5439-77 Canvas Navy
- Rain 5461-77 Canvas Taupe
- Rain 8314-77 Linen Straw
- Rain 5422-77 Canvas Antique Beige